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December 17th, 2009 London, UK – Quizam Media Corporation (“the Company”) (TSX-V:
QQ) is pleased to announce its UK online training division ontrackTVUK has

formed a partnership with CWJobs.co.uk to offer candidates a new and
innovative way to train.
CWJobs.co.uk is the leading specialist IT recruitment website in the UK and
Ireland advertising thousands of IT jobs from employers of all sizes. Each month
the site receives over 700,000 visits.
ontrackTV offers jobseekers access to a library of hundreds of instructor led, bite
size video tutorials in popular computer software packages. Lessons are task led
and delivered by real trainers making it easy for learners to train in their own time
and at their own pace.
‘We are very pleased to be working with CWJobs.co.uk. Our online computer
training library provides the opportunity to learn something new in a matter of
minutes, improving people’s skills quickly and easily and giving jobseekers the
competitive edge they need’ said Lorraine Lee, UK Director of ontrackTV.
ontrackTV has transformed online learning making training flexible, easy to use
and accessible every day.
About ontracktv.com (www.ontracktv.com)

ontrackTV is a wholly owned subsidiary of QUIZAM Media Corporation. ontrackTV uses high quality
video and live instructors to deliver computer training online. Easy to follow lessons are structured into
hundreds of bite size, task led tutorials that support employees with the training they need wherever and
whenever they need it.
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